
UPDATE TO CHEAM BOWLING CLUB COVID-19 RULES 

 

Following the Government’s recent consent to gatherings of up 6 unrelated persons Bowls 

England have issued fresh guidance to Clubs.  It allows for Pairs and Triples play but with 

continuing strict observance of the 2 metres distancing rule. 

At Cheam we are to experiment with Pairs with effect from Monday 8th June allowing the 

competing Pairs to choose either 2, 3 or 4 bowls each.  Pushers cannot be used so please 

take this into account when choosing how many bowls and be mindful that the Leads will 

have to kick them all back. 

1 mat at each end of the rink and always to be set by the same Lead regardless of which 

team wins the end.  This means each mat is only touched by 1 player.  (From, say, the 

bungalow end Lead A always sets the mat and from the tennis court end Lead B always sets 

the mat.  The appropriate Skip can indicate the preferred jack length).  Skips leave the mat 

lying on the rink when leaving the end having delivered the final bowl.  A different coloured 

jack for each Pair so that each jack is only touched by 1 player.  (The unused jack to be 

taken up the Rink in case it’s needed for the next end). 

No measuring, no chalk, no scoreboard, no pusher, no scorecard and no small ditch 

markers. 

All other arrangements as now – pre-booked rink reservations only, same rink timings, and 

all the same hygiene arrangements - which please continue to observe so that we all stay 

CV free. 

This is all very tiresome, but it is not of our making.  We must follow BE Guidelines and do 

our utmost to make sure we all stay healthy.  Those playing so far have enjoyed their ‘work-

out’ and confess that the element they miss most is the tea, biscuits and banter at break 

time on the balcony! 

We look forward to welcoming more of you back to the Club very soon. 


